Would-be robber escapes

Student held for 3 hours
during attempted robbery
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by Mary Washburn
At 6 yesterday morning, Jerry
Santamaria had a little more than
two hours left on his shift as a stock
clerk at an Alpha Beta grocery store
in San Jose when he heard a gunshot.
He and the two other clerks who
were in an aisle pricing soup got up
and started to run.
Santamaria looked back and
saw a masked man with a shotgun
leading two store employees with
their arms raised along the front
aisle.
"He yelled at me to come back
to him," Santamaria said, but the
SJSU accounting major continued to
run toward the back room and up a
flight of stairs to an area where
security employees watch the store
from two-way mirrors.
He and three other employees
crouched there for three and onehalf hours while they waited for the
would-be robber to leave the store on
the corner of Winchester Boulevard
and Williams Road.
Moments after reaching the
security area, Santamaria watched
the gunman, a black man wearing a
ski mask, lead three employees to
the back of the store.
Had the man walked up the
stairs to where the four clerks were
hiding out, there would have been no
place for them to run, he said.
Fortunately, the man locked his
hostages in a back ’room and ran
back into the store.
Then the gunman spotted an
employee on the floor near the
manager’s office telephoning the
police.
It was then that the would-be
robber got frightened, Santamaria
said, and ran out to the produce
MOM.

The men were unsure whether
or not the gunman was still in the
produce room or had left the store,
so they remained where they were,
suffering leg cramps in the small
quarters.
After some time, the police cut
into the store phone intercom
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Business instructors
to fail more students,
fight ’grade inflation’
by Holly Allen
Rejecting findings of a recent
SJSU report which ranks from 55 to
60 percent of students here
"superior," the School of Business
executive committee has adopted a
"curve" grading guideline that
could mean 10 percent of business
students will get "A" grades and 10
percent will flunk.
A memo stating these guidelines
was sent out to the entire School of
Business faculty ( Memo reprinted
on page 3 ).
The memo states that a faculty
member must set grading standards
for a "C" level. "A" and "B"
categories should imply something
extraordinary. It states, "If a
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Jerry Santamaria, an SJSU student, was working at Alpha Beta
market when he was taken as one of 13 hostages yesterday at 11
a. m.
system and asked over the loudspeaker for the gunman to "please
pick up the green phone and let us
resolve this," Santamaria said.
When there was no response
after three trigs, the police asked for
any employees still in the store to
pick up a green phone.
There was a phone upstairs
where the four men were hiding, so
one of the clerks picked it up. He did
not want to tell the police their
location, however, for fear the man
would still be in the store.
Finally, the police were able to
ascertain that they were somewhere
in the back of the store and arranged
to leave a key by the back room

door.
A key is needed to get into or out
of the store when it is locked. Only
assistant managers, not ordinary
employees, have keys to the store.
Santamaria’s friend said
"Jerry, you can go down and open
the door."
"No way!" Santamaria answered.
However, the other clerks
arranged to set up a signal to let
Santamaria know over the loudspeaker if they saw the gunman
through the two-way mirror coming
toward him.
Santamaria took the steps
-continued on page 6
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Sperm bank seeks
40 disease-free
frat men to donate
by Anne Papineau
When Dr. A. Maynard Guderian needs sperm donors for artificial
insemination procedures, he no longer makes appeals to Stanford
University medical students, but to SJSU fraternity brothers.
According to Guderian, a Los Gatos fertility specialist, the SJSU men
register significantly higher sperm counts than the Stanford students who
used to supply semen donations.
"This all has to do with stress," Guderian said. "Men under greater
stress, such as the Stanford medical students, have a lower sperm count

SJSU men register significantly higher
sperm counts than the Stanford students ...
than undergraduates."
Guderian first learned of the impact of stress on male fertility at a
medical conference nine years ago.
Guderian discovered in his own practice that the pregnancy rate in
AID ( Artificial Insemination by Donor) procedures jumped from 35 to 70
percent when he began using semen collected from SJSU fraternity
brothers. That was six years ago.
The AID procedure is elected by couples unable to have children
because the male is sterile. Guderian stated that in 80 percent of the cases
he treats, the man had a vasectomy. In the remaining 20 percent, a
genetic or medical reason rendered the male infertile.
A business manager, or Guderian himself, makes the appeals for
donors to SJSU fraternity houses.
Jim Wall, president of Pi Kappa Alpha, recalled Guderian’s visit to
the fraternity about 18 months ago.
"What he said, as I can recall, he goes into the fact that there are
women who are married and their husbands are not fertile, but they still
choose to have children. ’That’s kind of where you guys come in,’ he said.
’We’re looking for donors,’ "Wall said.
At that time, Wall said, men were paid 825 per donation. The semen is
collected by masturbation.
"Well, everybody laughs. But I can think of five or six guys at our
fraternity who are doing it," Wall said.
Guderian paid he now has about 35 donors in his curl ent files but he
would like to increase that number to 75. The physician said he appeals to
West Valley College for minority donations.
Donors are requested to fill out forms which list health history,
hobbies, interests and a physical description.
If the men are disease-free, Guderian said, they may be called upon
for future semen donations
"When a couple elects the AID procedure, we make every effort to
match the phenotype ( physical characteristics) of the donor to the
phenotype of the husband."
The actual AID occurs at the time of the woman’s ovulation, which is
determined via a basal temperature.
-continued on page 3

substantial number of people in the
class achieve the "A" level, the
standards have clearly been set too
low."
Edward Laurie, associate dean
of the School of Business, said this
action is in response to the national
problem of "grade inflation" which
makes high GPA’s and graduation
meaningless.
"What we wish to prevent is
some mockery of student performance disasters like 60 percent
A’s and B’s," Laurie said.
The Associated Students,
however, called the guidelines
"discriminatory and archaic" in a
memo sent out to all students in the
business school.
The memo requests that
students respond to Laurie’s memo
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Edward Laurie, associate dean of the School of Business says
’grade inflation makes high GPA ’s meaningless.’
with letters of protest and class
discussions on the matter.
AS. President Mike Medina
said the guidelines are an infringement on student and faculty
rights.
According to the AS. memo,
this infringes on the rights of an
instructor to award the grade he
believes a student deserves.
The memo states, "They are not
only put in the position of having to
flunk one out of 10 students, but also
to give "A’s" to a certain number of
students." The memo goes on to
state that this policy violates the
principle of academic freedom
which universities "hold so highly."
"The guidelines will pressure an
already fair-grading professor to be

stricter with their grades," Medina
said.
"I think it stinks," he said. "I’m
glad I’m not a business major."
Medina said he realizes there is
a grading problem, but that the
memo should have been sent only to
professors who have a record of not
flunking anybody.
Discrimination, Laurie countered, "is precisely what grading is
about an attempt to separate the
exceptional student and the superior
student from the others."
Laurie said he believes that
there are a large number of students
at SJSU who can endure any
discriminatory measurement "and
come out on top."
-continued on page 3

Angry SJSU student rejects
meaningless committee post
by Mary Washburn
An SJSU student representative
to the Downtown Working Review
Committee is ready to resign her
post after being informed that she
has no vote on the main committee.

been closed," she said. " fhere have
been no new members added since
before the first meeting."
O’Connell said she was "extremely dismayed and disappointed" that she was not given a
vote on the main committee.
"We had fought during the
summer for recognition and our
rigpt to have legitimate input," she
said, adding that her input would be
"diminished" without the vote.

Two SJSU staff members were
also appointed to the committee and
denied voting privileges on the main
committee but have decided to stay.
The committee, a group of
business and community leaders,
was appointed by Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes and Assistant City Manager
Frank Taylor last July to develop a
master plan for future downtown
development in San Jose.

The appointments could have
been "handled in a better way,"
according to O’Connell, who didn’t
learn the committee was meeting
until reading about its September
meeting in the Spartan Daily.

The student representative,
Peggy Collins, said "I don’t see any

She has since received confirmation of the appointment after

’I feel as though
I have been
... pushed aside’
real point" in being on the committee without a vote.
Collins, chairwoman of the
Student Union Board of Governors,
said, "I have better things to do."
During the summer, a group of
SJSU staff and students went to the
City Council to ask for representation on the committee, which is
divided into five subcommittees.
The council then directed the
administration to appoint student
and staff representatives. No
mention of the members not having
a vote on the main committee was
made by the council, according to
Martha O’Connell, one of the SJSU
staff members appointed. All three
SJSU representatives were appointed to and have a vote on the
social issues subcommittee.
Gertrude Welch of the Administration and Higher Education
office was the second staff member
appointed,
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Peggy Collins left the downtown working review committee because of lack of voting power.
Three other representatives
from SJSU, President Gail
Fullerton, Prof. Terry Christensen
and Housing Director Cordell
Koland, had already been appointed
to the committee.
According to Alice McCann of
the assistant city manager’s office,
the voting membership of the main

committee has been fixed at 38 to
keep the number of members from
becoming "unwieldy."
McCann added that newer
members would not be able to
"benefit by presentations at
meetings" prior to their appointments.
’net is the membership has

calling Frank Taylor’s office.
"I feel as though I have been
patted on the head and pushed
aside," she said.
According to A.S. President
Mike Medina, who appointed the
student representative, he will not
make another nomination to replace
Collins.
After finding it was too late to
get on today’s City Council agenda,
Medina said he was just going to
write the city a letter saying "thanks
for nothing."
Collins said she would resign if
she didn’t receive a vote before the
subcommittee meeting later this
week.
Both staff representatives were
nominated by the Concerned
University Employees and Students
(CUES) committee.
According to Welch, the CUES
committee plans to send a letter to
the mayor asking that the
representatives be given full voting
rights.
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Federal regulations needed, protect citizens
by Jackie Kat.
Stall Wroirr

The 1980 presidential candidates
have taken hold of Uncle Sam’s
bureaucratic coattails and given
them a vigorous shake. The issues of
high taxes. excessive federal
spending. waste in government and
federal controls on private industry
have been batted back and forth like
hot coals.
Reagan wants the federal
government to "get off the back of
private business." Anderson wants
to curb wasteful spending and the
Libertarians want to turn everybody
loose and watch what happens. Carter, of course, gets left holding the
bulging bag.
The American people appear to
be wavering between Reagan’s
"leave it up to big business" and the
traditional liberal solution of "if it
whimpers throw money at it."

or .0,leny that ,alcc thc
New Deal era. inefficiency and red
t it. have bee( ill ic synonymous with
eminent. Unfortunately. this
rowing c)nicisni. along with the
Watergate-inspired belief that all
politicians are crooks, have obscured many of the valuable things
that government has produced over
the last 20 years.
Most people now see government regulation as essentially
negative. But, is it any wonder that
as our society becomes more
complex and our resources more
limited the federal government
should fumble some in the transition?
Americans forget that the
reasons government stepped in, in
the first place, was to correct basic
inequalities and ensure freedoms.
Freedoms like those mandated
by the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the

Equal Pay Act and minimum wage
laws. It was abuses by private industry that led to the creation of the
Environmental Protection Agency.
If the federal government had
not stiffened regulations on the auto
industry’s anti -pollution devices, it
is unlikely we would have made the
progress we have.
Without the threat of withdrawal
of federal funds, the black persons’
right to vote would still be a farce in
some southern states. Without affirmative action, minorities, gays
and women would not have access to
decent jobs.
While government waste and
inefficiency ought to be scrutinized,
the intrinsic value of a democratic
society is its safeguard of minority
rights.
Private industry and business
have little interest in minority
stockholders, let alone the poor in

government programs should be reevaluated or scrapped altogether, no
democratic society can allow efficiency to take precedence over
critical human rights.
In order to consider all points of
view, some red tape and
bureaucracy must be endured as an

this country. It’s obvious that we
can’t leave the protection of our
environment and natural resources
up to the corporations.
Instead of jumping on the "antibandwagon,
government"
Americans ought to take a serious
look at their priorities. While many

inevitable part of the democratic
process.
If we give up some things in the
process, we should console ourselves
with what we have not had to
relinquish, and remind ourselves of
what we sought to protect in the first
place.

Lectures equal boredom;
new class format needed
by Anne Papineau

voiced. But asking questions is so disruptive of the steady
flow of many lectures, many students just don’t bother.
between
Tower
List,
reading
Even after checking the
The format of the class discouragei participation by the
the lines of the college catalogue and screening several student. Any student analysis of the subject being
worldly upperclassmen the worst happens.
presented, with the accompanying questions from class
Despite studied precautions, each semester I end up members, is lost in the choking atmosphere of this one
man/woman show.
in at least one lecture class. .
Very rapidly, the student becomes a pre-programmed
An all-lecture class connotes several qualities, each of
machine like the instructor. A person has to be highly selfthem of a negative nature.
It is a classroom stifling not only in its sticky-palmed inspired to follow the green sheet suggestions for class
stuffiness, but in the lack of exchange between instructor preparation with the knowledge the instructor is merely
going to parrot several textbooks at the next class session.
and students.
Any subject, however vital it might be to study as an
A lecture class means watching, with incredible interest, a fly crawling across the speckled linoleum floor.
individual, grows dull when given the straight lecture
It is analyzing the pattern of the speckles in the treatment. Conversely, the most technical courses come
alive when the professor invites comment and questions
linoleum floor.
from the class, and involves students in the dynamics of
The professor, meanwhile, is transformed into a
scholastic television set, spewing 50 to 90 minutes worth of demonstrating fact and theory.
Perhaps the lecturer thinks he is performing a public
pre-digested information. The lecturer seems to be
saying, "I know you’re children of video and haven’t -service for the lazy. If we were all motivated enough, we
wouldn’t even need such instruction. We would unlock the
picked up a book in years, so listen carefully to what’s
world’s mysteries on our own, sort of the way Lincoln got
printed in some of them."
in his "book learnin’ "by the fireplace.
Later, the students are requested to regurgitate this
information with some measure of accuracy into blue
What is needed is more instructors who can spark
books.
students into pursuing original thought. The lecture
Education on the college level, I’d like to think, means should be scrapped and replaced with greater interaction
more than that. Yet many instructors insist upon between professor and students, with study groups that
presenting their subject via straight lectures, insulting promote two-way discussion.
everybody’s intelligence and wasting the time of the
Students seem to learn more in group "cramming
people who probably wish they were somewhere else.
sessions" before a final than all the rest of a lectureIn a Spartan Daily profile, Dr. Robert Sweet of the littered semester.
Stall Writer

English Department said, "The premise of education is
Why don’t more professors encourage this kind of
the student should ask questions, not the teacher. You can study in the classroom all semester long?
I suspect that it is not merely the students who can be
only know what you can ask."
Some professors are thoughtful enough to pause for a called lazy, but also the instructors bent upon utilizing the
brief breather and allow a few basic questions to be same, yellowing lecture notes year after year.
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Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:

Letters
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily Office (JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or by
mail to the Opinion Page, do the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.

All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length.
Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily

Opinion Page is to present a variety of viewpoints on issues affecting the university community.
Comments, columns and editorials will discuss local, state, national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express the views of the writer or organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions and news stories.

_letters
Dorm students
tired of rip-offs
Editor:
We are writing as dormitory
students who are tired and upset
over being ripped off by everyone
from all sides. This time we are
getting ripped off by Pacific
Telephone and their ridiculous
"installation charge" for phones
that have been in West Hall now for
12 years.
With today’s rising college costs
one of the last "surprises" that a
college student needs is a bill for

$31.50, when it seems the hardest
task was as menial as flipping a
switch or, something like that, to
turn the phones on.
Due to security regulations, for
the first time it is now mandatory for
dormitory students to pay this
outrageous fee for phone service.
This fee is broken down into
"charge for connecting" $11, and if
this isn’t enough, a "charge for
installation" of 820.50 is also added
onto the bill. Added to this is a fee for
the use of "1 Centrex Station line"
and "1 Centrex Equipment," which
totals $3.75.

We have decided that we are
only going to pay our local fees and
our long distance fees, and plan on
protesting peacefully with our bills
in hand on the payment deadline,
October 15 at 12:30p.m.
We will march to the phone
company, leaving from in front of
West Hall.
Kirk Washington
Mechanical Engineering,
sophomore
This letter had three other
signatures.

Nuclear waste
storage costly
Editor:
In a recent opinion ("Nuclear
power necessary, fears unfounded,"
Oct. 2), Mr. Joe Aseo attempts to
answer many of the serious
questions raised abut nuclear
energy in our country. One question
that he seems to have overlooked is
vitally important to the nuclear
debate: What is going to be done
with all the high-level radioactive
waste produced by these plants?

Jack and Jill went up the hill,
to fetch a pail of water;
Jack was felled by TCE,
and Jill by EDB.

underwater. Or how about this?
Dump it off the coast in steel drums
that rust after 20 years.
Not only is this containment
somewhat difficult, but it is also
expensive. Mr. Aseo’s statistics
state that nuclear power produced
electricity only costs 13 cents per
billion kilowatt-hours. What he
forgot to say is that 13 cents is just a
down payment.
David Anderson
Engineering, freshman

Nuclear waste products such as
plutonium must be stored for about
500,000 years before their
radioactive
emissions
reach
"tolerable" levels. I wonder if Mr.
Aseo knows how long a half million
years is? Think about it. Man has
only been around for about 2 million
years; Christianity is approaching
2,000 years; the United States has
barely made it 200 years.
Despite this, nuclear proponents
will try to tell us that Con Edison or
PG and E will be around for the next
half million years to protect us from
their garbage. And they’ll try
anything. One plan calls for putting
the waste in salt beds. A half million
years ago those salt beds were

Denying Iran
help is ’inhuman’
Editor:
Jerry McDonald believes the
Iranians in the Moslem Student
Association have "nerves of steel"
because they are raising money to
aid civilians injured in the Iran-Iraq
war. McDonald insists that
Americans shouldn’t be expected to
help, since the hostages remain
captive. Such thinking is not only
inhuman and immoral, but it should
frighten every one of us who claim to
be tolerant, compassionate, understanding, and loving people.
The hostage situation has
nothing to do with Iranian civilians
who are wounded or starving. If we
send aid only to those who have the
"right" politics, the "right"
religion, to those who agree with
what we do, then we are no more
than cold materialists who base
generousity on politics and
allegiances. Our humanity must go
beyond political differences;
otherwise, we can never stop
mistrusting and hating each other
long enough to establish peace. The
Iranians here have no control over
what goes on in Iran; they are
simply concerned about what is
happening to their people.
Even soldiers at war have a
code: German medics operated on

wounded American soldiers during
WWII. If such a humanitarian ethic
was practiced during a war, then
surely we can help people from
another nation, any nation.
I’m sure if Mr. McDonald were
in a life-death situation, he would
accept help from anyone. I cannot
criticize the Iranians for caring
about the welfare of civilians, but I
am outraged at a fellow American’s
cruelty.
Gloria Collins
English instructor

Film instructor
insuIts religion
I am taking a modern
Editor:
film class this semester from actually a very brilliant instructor,
Charles Chess. Mr. Chess uses his
intellect and witty humor quite often
to express his dislike for organized
groups and ideologies, religious or
political. Recently, Mr. Chess announced to the class that he thought:
"People that are religious are
victims." As one of any faith might
have been, I felt insulted. Even
more, I am concerned about Mr.
Chess’ use of power as an instructor.
This week, I found myself sitting
through a film Mr. Chess had chosen
for the class. The film portrays three
people involved together in a sexual
relationship, a "menage a trois," as
it is called. As an artist, I look for the
creative aspects of things and have a
deep respect for personal expression. It seemed to me, however,
this film had no excuse. It was a
blatant misuse of an artistic
medium, whose only purpose was to
illustrate an immoral act.
I am amazed that in a country
that has actualized the highest
ideals of freedom in the world,
whose foundation is based on the
sacrifice of religious people and the

morality of the family unit, that
there stands a man teaching its
young people that they are victims if
they have faith and that the portrayal of deviant sexual behavior is
what makes good art.
Personally, I am tired of seeing
religion taking this kind of abuse and
I am concerned that Mr. Chess and
other intellectuals like him are
helping to lead this country to its
moral decline and destruction. I
would really like to know how other
students at San Jose State feel about
this type of spiritual murder?
Jeff Barnes
Fine Arts,
Graduate student

Iranian pamphlet
is ’propaganda’
Editor:
The other day when I was
wandering through the Student
Union, I decided to look at the
Iranian students’ table. I wanted to
see what they had to say.
To my surprise, there was one
piece of paper written in the English
language. It was titled "What lies
behind aggressive attacks of Iraq
Baath against Iran?" It was difficult
for me to believe the kinds of things
stated in this pamphlet of
propaganda. It totally denounced
the United States in its military and
foreign affairs policies. Some of
their one-sided statements were not
even accurate.
Furthermore, the Iranian
students are asking us, the people of
the United States, to "support the
just struggle of Iranian people for
independence and social progress
and condemn U.S.-Iraqui intervention in Iran." Why should we
support the Iranian cause when they
outspokenly condemn the whole
American nation and what we stand
for?
Curtis Reuter
Business, freshman
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Students voice
mixed reactions
over bomb plot
by Wayne Norton
Relief was the reaction
of many SJSU students
Monday to the foiled plan to
bomb a meeting of Moslem
students in the Old Science
Building Friday.
"I’m glad the FBI reacted in time," said music
senior Scott Dailey. "It
makes me feel more secure
going to school here."
Dailey said that unless
police link Friday’s activity to a group of
terrorists, he won’t worry.
"It made me a little nervous," he said, "but since it
was probably the work of
an individual, I’m less
concerned."
Some students were
unhappy that a political
conflict brewing half a
globe away was being
played out on campus.
"I’m irritated," said
public relations major Joe
Mauer. "I think the guy
should be kicked out of the
country."
Mauer said the news of
the bombing plot won’t help
create good relations
Iranian and
between
American students.
"I find myself a little
(towards
prejudiced

Iranians) and I don’t know
why," he said.
For some Iranian
students the reaction of
Mauer and others like him
was the most significant result of Friday’s events.
Mohammad, a 23-yearold aeronautics major, who
like many Iranian students
prefers not to disclose his
last name, said, "It just
creates more of a bad
image for us. We are
students, not terrorists."
civil
Amir,
a
engineering major, wants
the FBI and police
authorities to make a
thorough investigation to
make sure there is no
larger plot to attack supporters of the Ayatollah
Khomeini.
He said he has heard
reports that the man
arrested in connection with
the aborted bombing plan
was a former officer in the
Iranian armed forces
under the deposed Shah.
"How did he get to the
United States and for what
intent?" he asked.
Manoucher, a 27-yearold aeronautics major, said
that as far as he was
concerned last week’s
events proved, "you can’t
trust anybody."

State warns against
smallpox vaccination
When it comes to death."
smallpox vaccinations, the
According
to
the
SJSU Student Health Service is 12 months ahead of December 1979 issue of California Morbidity, a publistate-wide directives.
cation of the State DepartLast week the State ment of Health Services,
Health Services Depart- "The last reported case of
ment notified health de- endemic smallpox occurrpartments around Califor- ed in Somalia in 1977."
nia to stop giving smallpox
Despite eradication of
because,
vaccinations
"they can only do harm," the once-dred disease, stuthe San Francisco Chroni- dents requested smallpox
vaccinations on the outcle reported.
moded advice of travel
And despite continued agents.
requests from students for
smallpox vaccinations, the
Student Health Service
stopped giving the side effect ridden vaccination a
year ago.
by Stephen D. Stroth
"Now that endemic
The
Associated
smallpox is no longer a
Students board of directors
disease risk, there are no
allocated $1,303 in A.S. fees
medical or ethical justifito the SJSU Rugby Club
cations for travelers to relast week in the move that,
ceive it," said Dr. Rayaccording to A.S. Conmond Miller, SJSU Health
troller Tom Fil, was inServices director.
consistent with allocation
Up until one year ago, guidelines.
Student Health Services
The rugby club was
routinely administered 15 awarded $576 for rugby
to 20 smallpox vaccinations jerseys. Fil says these
monthly, Miller said.
items do not qualify for
The vaccination involv- funding under the special
rule
that
ed scratching the patient’s allocations
skin with a needle contain- stipulates the board will
ing the live smallpox virus. not fund groups for the
purchase
of
"sports
vac- equipment."
"Smallpox
cinations are not a benign
"I’m left over from
procedure," Dr. Miller (the student government)
said. "They carry a small last year," Fil said. "The
but definite risk of serious problems we had last year
complications, including with this kind of thing
helped us in making that
stipulation. I’m really
disappointed that the board
Serving the San Jose State
of directors disregarded
University Community
it."
Since 1934
The board has the right
U CPS 5094801
to
waive
budget
Second class postage paid al San
Joie. Cabforma Member of Calstipulations. However, in
ifornia Newspaper Pubbshers
granting the funds to the
Association and the Associated
rugby club, the board
Press Published daily by San
refused
to recognize the
Jose State University. during
the college year The opinions
jerseys as sports equipexpressed in the paper are not
ment.
necessarily those of the Depart"You can play rugby
ment of Journalism and Mass
without a shirt," special
C’ominunicktions,theUniversity
Administration or any student
allocations committee and
,r faculty organization Subboard member Bill Santi
scriptions accepted on a remainsaid. Therefore, he added,
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-continued from page 1
During ovulation, a
small cup is fitted over the
woman’s cervix and the
semen is injected through a
plastic arm attached to the
cup. The procedure is
repeated within 48 hours.
Cost of the AID is $75 to
$100.
The semen is collected
no more than two hours
before the AID procedure
takes place, Guderian said,
as a safeguard for success.

a chorus lion

4.

He

said

occurs in 70 percent of
cases when using the
semen of SJSU students.

"The other 30 percent
of the time, something is
wrong with the woman,"
Guderian said.
Commercial sperm
banks sell frozen semen,
but Guderian said that AID
procedures undertaken
with frozen sperm are less
successful. Guderian now
pays $35 per semen
donation.
Approximately 150 to
pregnancy

A.S. debates grading policy
-continued from page 1
"And I happen to
believe that this, more than
any other single thing, will
make graduation from
SJSU stand for something
tangible and real," Laurie
said.
"We want your GPA to
mean that you have risen to
challenges and triumphed.
We do not wish to lie about
your abilities," he said.
Laurie accused the
AS. of making a political
issue out of something that
is not political.
"I hope that we never
reach the point where the
votes and the protest (of
students) affects the way
we grade," he said. "That
would be extremely
dangerous."
The A.S. memo is a
symptom of a "great
sickness," Laurie said,
stemming from the* belief
that human beings are all
equally treated.
"But we are not
talented
equally
academically," he said.
"I am here to tell
students honestly what
they can do so they are
prepared for the real
world.
"I’ve had too many
"A" students to pass out
A’s and insult them. I want
talent to shine. I don’t want
it to be buried among a
bunch of mediocre bums,"
Laurie said.
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Spartan Daily

By unanimous vote at Its meeting of September 23, 1980 the School of Business
Executive Committee has adopted the following policies and guidelines for all
faculty teaching In the School.
In Il core courses offered In the School of Business we should expect a ’normal’.
If it is true that the
dIstributionthat is, 10% F, 20% D, 502 C, 20E B. As A.
D’s and F’s do In fact drop out, we should expect a 30% decrease in class size.
In that event we might expect that there would be something like Tek C’s, "11% B’s
and 1.14% A’s.
17
When a faculty member vets standards which all members of class must meet in the
undergraduate program, the presumption is not that the standards are set for A’s
but rathei Elie tt,ey are set for C level --here defined as satisfactory performance
A class distribution of such a nature as to put in excess of half a class in the
This shall not be
B and A categories would imply something rather extraordinary.
construed to mean that a faculty member cannot set standards for the achievement of
a II and/or an A grade.
If a substantial number of people In the class achieve the
A level, the standards have clearly been set too low.
When a professor teaching core courses consistently shows grading practices that
are at variance with something approaching a normal curve (including the compromise
distribution if F’s and D’s drop out --the proof would be In the 30% class -size
reduction), the department chairman should have a discussion with that faculty member
about School standards and also about any special circumstances which may have
actually occurred.
In the matter of graduate classes, the University has defined competent performance
t the B level. We would expect, in those classes, something like
skewed disbution.
In that case one would expect about 60% B’s and 30% A’s as the outside
!ALFA’S!.
We take the view that chairmen will inquire as to how the D’s and F’s managed to drop
the courses after the official drop period (since many faculty give no tests prior
to the end of the free drop period).
Exceptions in the undergraduate program (in terms of D’s and F’s, but not in terms
of C’s) would be the identified senior seminars.

what they’re getting into by
ignoring
stipulations.
That’s choppy water."
Fil said that he is not so
concerned with the jersey
issue as he is with other
groups coming before his
committee
requesting
sports equipment.
"They (the board) are
the policy makers. I’m just
the policy administrator,"

related displays. The
center also plans backpacking, whale-watching
and camping activities.
Future
attractions
include a whale display
from Greenpeace and a
model of the water system
from the Santa Clara
Valley Water District.
Because of the small
staff, the center is open
Friday and Saturday from
noon to 4:30.
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he said, conceding the problem of coping with the
board’s precedent in funding the jerseys.
The total allocation to
the rugby club was $625 for
four tournament entry
fees, the $576 for jerseys
and $102 for referee fees
over a 17 game schedule.’
Fil said that last year
the club wasn’t funded for
jerseys. "We told them to
go out and get other sorts of
money for the jerseys, like
fund raisers."

"They didn’t do that,"
he said. "Instead they
came right back to the
A.S."
According to the club’s
president, Johnathan
Young, each member of the
group already pays $30 in
club dues and "more than
$75 for the season."
Additional expenses
would be really unreasonable to ask (of each member)," Young said when he
addressed the board

Campus Insurance
Saves You Money!
By switching to Campus, you might save
enough to pay for a
semester’s books and
tuition!
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This memo distributed to School of Business faculty, calls for stricter
grading standards.
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Dr.
According
to
Raymond Miller, student
Health Services director,
Guderian requested an
appeal for donors be made
Sigma Alpha Mu through the Student Health
president Danny Woods Service. Miller said that he
said that the fraternity was hasn’t decided if the
contacted by letter last request will be honored,
year regarding semen do because "needs of the
nations. "But there hasn’t students come first at the
been a doctor here. We’re Health Service."
not a very large house, only
Student
health
25 guys. Maybe he just
went to larger houses," educator Oscar Battle Jr.
said the matter of apWoods said
pealing for semen donaKoehmstedt, tions through the student
Fred
president of Kappa Sigma, body will be discussed at
said, "It’s funny, last year the next, as yet unschedulwe were trying to find a ed, meeting of the Student
place to make donations
Health Advisory Committo raise money."
tee.

General Policies in the Matter of GradinR

Science center
seeks volunteers
The Youth Science
Institute Discovery Center,
a natural science museum
in Vasona Park, needs
volunteers to staff the
museum.
Work study students,
science interns, or community volunteers are
needed for groundwork and
to set up displays.
The center has fish
aquariums, aquatic
mammal and other water

Despite Guderian’s
statement that his business
manager appealed to
several of the SJSU
fraternities, only Pi Kappa
Alpha
acknowledged
hearing of him.

Guderian said it is
possible for the same man
to become a father as many
as five times through his
AID practice. After five
AID procedures. Guderian
explained, the donor is
"retired" because of
possibility of "members of
the same gene pool contacting each other."

Edward Laurie, Associate Dea

SUBJECT:

A.S. members dispute rugby funds
for sports equipment it’s
going to be the same
situation," Fil said. The
board "will just judge each
case on its own merit. Does
that sound like consistency?"
"There’s a lot of people
that would like to see the
A.S. being indiscriminant
in their funding," Fil said.
"They’ll start realizing

200 patients undergo artificial insemination annually at Guderian’s office.
All AID procedures are
conducted in strict confidence, to the point that
donors are given code
numbers.

296-5270
4340 Stevens Creek Blvd
r
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II you are unable to attend our on -campus
,nterviewing session on the dates indicated
please submit your resume to or call
(OLLECT: Nancy Creamer, 14081
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Golfer leads country
to winning effort

Pulling
No
Punches
Dave Meltzer, Sports Editor
With the Men’s Athletic Department in financial peril,
sports that barely have enough interest to field a team and
very little interest to spectators should be discontinued.
Water polo and men’s swimming fall into this
category. With scholarships eliminated in both sports,
there is a possibility that one or both will disband because
of a lack of interest in participation.
When considering which sports to drop, the Athletic
Department will see that as far as potential revenue, or
spectator interest, the aquatics program at SJSU has
next-to-nothing.
However. Stanford, the nation’s top water polo team,
considers it a big success when 40 people turn out for a
game.
Coincidentally, that "big success" was in a game
Sept. 27 against SJSU, which never took place. The
Spartans were forced to forfeit the scheduled game when
only five poloists had shown up by game time.
Men’s Athletic Director Dave Adams said that the
reason not enough players, arrived at Stanford by game
time is that two of the players claimed that the power was
off in their apartment so they didn’t know what time it
was. Another didn’t make_ it because he was taking county
transit and it took him three hours to make it to Palo Alto.
"If this was to happen again, then I’ll have to
seriously consider whether we’ll continue the season," he
continued.
But, if there aren’t enough participants to even have a
legitimate practice, and there is no potential revenue,
what value does the sport have on campus?
Since 14 players are needed to have a legitimate
practice, as seven men play on a side, the team is in a
practice bind with only nine members.
If the problems with water polo weren’t enough,
similar problems may face swimming later in the year.
In an effort to add participants to the polo team, head
coach Mike MacNaMa, who doubles as swimming coach,
apparently told at least one swimmer that he couldn’t go
out for swimming unless he played water polo.
MacNaMa did refuse to sign that person’s drop form
until told by Adams that "this isn’t the way we operate."
That one player now has a vendetta against MacNaMa, according to Adams, and it has been threatened
that the swimmers may boycott the season.
The swimmers also would like scholarships returned
to the program. Neither swimming nor water polo have
any scholarships this year because 10 scholarships were
added to the football program.
They each also have had a 25 percent revenue cut
back.
Swimming was very nearly dropped prior to this
school year. Adams blamed MacNaMa’s predecessor,
Shone Azarfar, for part of this.
A primary reason for keeping the aquatics program
alive at SJSU is the need to field 12 intercollegiate sports
to remain in Division I-A for football.
Currently, the Spartans field 13 sports (the judo team
doesn’t count because the NCAA doesn’t sponsor judo
championships). Dropping the aquatics sports would
bring this toll.
If this was to happen, SJSU would be put on a one-year
probation, during which time one additional sport would
have to be added.
The choice of sports is limited to ice hockey, indoor
track, lacrosse, skiing and volleyball. The only practical
alternative of the five is volleyball.
This campus doesn’t have the facilities for ice hockey,
skiing, or indoor track. Lacrosse is mainly an East Coast
sport, so the travel costs to a team from San Jose would be
prohibitive.
Volleyball may not have the potential to be a moneymaker in San Jose. Football and basketball may be the
only sports with this potential.
However, women’s volleyball manages to equal
basketball as the most popular female spectator sport on
campus. The women’s team has managed to attract
crowds of 400 and up to Spartan Gym, and invariably,
men’s sports are more popular than women’s.
At UC-Santa Barbara, volleyball is by far the most
popular sport on campus, occasionally attracting crowds
numbering from 7,000 to 9,000.
Certainly, the potential for crowds like that doesn’t
exist in San Jose, but the interest level a men’s volleyball
team woula generate even in its first year certainly would
be more than the current aquatic sports could ever
generate.
While the water sports are struggling to find enough
players to constitute a team, and the interest among
spectators isn’t there,’ men’s volleyball may be able to
take their place in the department.

ph., hy Roper Woo
SJSU forward Sue Williams (No. 32) is pictured here against Stanford’s field hockey tearn. The Lady
Spartans will play Long Beach State tonight at 6 p.m. at Spartan Stadium. After the SJSU match, the
U.S. national team will face the Netherlands, the world’s number one team.

World class hockey game tonight
by Mary Apanasewiez
The SJSU women’s
field hockey team and the
U.S. Olympic team will be
featured in tonight’s
doubleheader at Spartan
Stadium.
The Lady Spartans will
play a re-match with Long
Beach State at 6 p.m. and
the U.S. team will
challenge the world
champion Netherlands
team at 8 p.m.
SJSU women’s field
hockey coach, Leta Walter,
called the game with Long
Beach State "an important
re-match."
"We are looking forward to a good, competitive match." Walter
said.
"We know we can play
well against Long Beach
and have overcome the
psychological block of
playing a number one
team," Walter added,
referring to SJSU’s win
over Long Beach at the
Long Beach tournament.
"Our team will not
have much of a field advantage over Long Beach
because we usually play on
the South Campus field,"
Walter said.
The field surface at
Spartan Stadium is not
very smooth and could
have an adverse affect on
both teams. Walter added.
Long Beach State
Sports
Information
Director Greg Wright said
that the 49ers will have to
have a strong defense
against the Lady Spartans’
penalty corners.
"San Jose has a strong
penalty corner set-up,
especially with a player
like Pommy Macfarlane,"
Wright said.
Walter said the SJSU
strategy will be to play
aggressively and take
command early in the
game.
Immediately following
the re-match between the
No. 4 nationally ranked
Lady Spartans and the No.

2 ranked 49ers, there will
be the world-class match
between the U.S. and
Netherlands.
Spartans
Lady
Maureen Sullivan and
graduate Annette Espinosa
will be participants for the
U.S. team.
Sullivan. a member of
the U.S. reserve squad, will
serve as the goalie for the
SJSU team and the U.S.
national team.
who
Espinosa,
graduated in 1978, played
field hockey for the Lady
Spartans for four years.
Espinosa is a member
of the U.S. Elite squad, the
immediate back-up for the
Olympic team.
Long Beach State’s
Tony Coty and Jane Carvello and 49er field hockey
coach Anita Miller will also
play for the U.S. team.
Miller is a member of the
U.S. Olympic team.
There will only be four
members from the actual
Olympic team playing in
Tuesday’s match.
Nancy White, one of
the Olympic. starters who
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Poloists take second
The SJSU water polo
team came in second place
in the small college
division of the NorCal
Invitational last Friday
and Saturday at Stanford.
The decisive game was
played against University
of the Pacific Saturday,
when SJSU lost 10-4.

SJSU beat Santa Clara,
12-3, Cal-Maritime, 9-8, and
San Francisco State, 9-3,
before losing in the finals.
The Spartans’ record is
now 5-6.
SJSU will be traveling
to play Irvine at 7:30 p.m.
this Friday.
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Support our Spartan
football team to overpower the Fresno Bulldogs!
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TAILGATE PARTY!
Radio and Don Cox’s Country Western Band
CIVI9)
.5
will be playing Saturday from 4-6:20 p.m. on the
north side of Spartan Stadium. Come join the fun
and get involved ... Dress Western style!
For information contact Mike Howell at 277-3235
rapiarialwawaram-zporawaii.r.marwmpanfinata

Interviews begin at 8:30 a.m. at the
Career Planning and Placement Center, Bldg. Q.

Take Me To Your Kinko’s

Oct. 6-11

Get rowdy with the
football team, Friday at
noon, at the spirit rally
in the S.U. Amphitheater

After finishing fourth in the nation last year, the SJSU
women’s golf team came in 14th at the second annual Dick
McGuire Invitational Tournament last week
Sixteen teams competed at the tournament which was
hosted by the University of New Mexico and was held in
Albuquerque, according to golf coach Mark Gale.
Unable to play with the lady golfers was teammate
Julie Simpson -Inkster. Simpson-Inkster competed in the
Amateur World Cup. Shtt under par to help lead the Americans to victory.
Gale said the "lack of experience with tournaments
and the tough course at Albuquerque" contributed to the
loss.
The Lady Spartans traveled to the tournament
with four "brand new" golfers, Gale said. The team only
took five women.
Golfer Kelli Swank, who would have been ranked No.
2 on the team this season, will sit out this season because
of a kidney ailment, Steve Rutledge, women’s sports
information director, said.
The team’s next tournament is Saturday at Stanford
University. Tee-off time is at noon.
At the McGuire Tournament last year, SJSU finished
third. Patty Sheehan finished seventh. Sheehan has since
ileft SJSU and is playing the pro circuit, Gale said.
Simpson-Inkster finished sixth at last year’s McGuire
Tournament.
Julie Ordonez, the only veteran Spartan to travel to
the tournament, started out well, Gale said. However,
after shooting a 74 in the first round, she followed in the
second and third rounds with 86 and 84.
Other Spartans to compete in the tournament were
Iris Andre, shooting 84, 85 and 93; Shelley Flanagan with
scores of 88, 84 and 86; Patty Mason, who shot 86, 90, 86;
and Teri Preciado shooting 79, 85,88.

The Prudential
will play Tuesday, said that different set-up on the field
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it’s difficult for team which makes it "very
of America
members, most of whom difficult to score."
Suite 200
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on KSJS radio 190.7 FM
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Pensions,
Office: 785-2500
White is the daughter immediately following the
Horne and Auto
of Supreme Court Justice Sari Jose City Council
meeting. Tons Kovaleski
Byron Whizzer White.
The game at Spartan and Steve Scott vi ill handle
Stadium is the first of a the commentary.
five-city tour across the
nation. The other four
cities on the tour are St.
Louis, Baltimore, Boston
and Philadelphia.
In addition to White
An aerospace chemical and ordnance
and Miller. Olympic team
members Karen Shelton
manufacturing facility located in Hollister
and Sheryl Johnson will
play the match against the
WILL BE CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS ON:
Dutch.
Olympic coach Vonnie
Gros said the biggest
disadvantage for the U.S.
FOR FUTURE EMPLOYMENT AS:
team will be its lack of
experience.
"Most of the women
playing Tuesday haven’t
practiced together since
July," Gros said.
Gros said that the
Dutch are very adept on
the reverse stick and play a
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Where does science fiction end and
reality begin? It’s all in the mind’s eye
Be it the creative imagination used to
produce Star Wars. The Black Hole. and The Empire Strikes Back, or the more
scientific approach of hypothesis test
ing and experimentation, the il,r
galaxies of science fiction coales.
reality with the advanced technoiT,
now being developed at a company
called TRW

enetyy lasers, communications systemS
plus other future prosects still consider
ed science fiction.

It was the Defense and Space Systems
Group of TRW who made possible the
Viking Lander biological experiment
which looked for life on Mars and the
High Energy Astronomical Observatory
which looks for quasars, pulsars and
black holes in deep space Professionals at TRW-DSSG are now involved in
such impressive technologies as high

contact the placement office to schedule your appointment. If unable to
meet with us, send your resume to

A company called TRW will be 0
ram pus

NOVEMBER 5
to interview graduates in scientific and technical disciplines.

College Relations
Bldg. R5/B1 96 SJU 10/80
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
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Ruiz ready to direct offense

Quarterback
Steve Clariscon
gets man handled
by the Stanford
defense in Satur
day’s 35-21 loss.
Clarkson was
sacked near the
end of the game
and broke his col
lar bone, which
will put him out
of action for
approximately
four weeks
Scott Ruiz will
get his first
chance to take
charge of the
offense Saturday
night against
Fresno State in
SJSU’s Homecoming game.
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by Greg Miles
Can he do it, is the
question that’s being asked
about new starting quarterback Scott Ruiz. Can
Ruiz step in and finish the
job that Steve Clarkson
started, now that Clarkson
is out with a fractured
collarbone?
Clarkson was ilijured
late in the fourth quarter in
Saturday’s 34-21 loss to
Stanford.
"I was trying to get the
ball off, and! was hit when
I was wide open," Clarkson
said. "I fell on my shoulder
and his (the defender’s)
weight snapped the bone."
Ruiz feels he is ready
to do the job.
"I’ve been practicing
for three years and I feel
I’m ready to step in and do
the job," Ruiz said. "I’m
ready to go in and execute
and run the offense."
Ruiz gave the Spartan
fans an example of what to
expect when he stepped in
for Clarkson and completed all three passes he
attempted, including a 37
yarder to Mark Nichols.
"I was a little nervous
in the Stanford game, but I
was really anxious and
ready to play," Ruiz said.

Spartans easily triumph over Trojans 5-2
by Joe Aseo
Trojan miscues allowed the SJSU soccer team to
capture an easy 5-2 victory over the University of
Southern California, Sunday afternoon at Spartan
Stadium.
All five Spartan goals were scored in the first half,
with forwards Sergio Cardoso and Giulio Bernardi contributing two goals each, and defender Simon Chafer
adding the final tally.
USC and SJSU came into Sunday’s fray ranked sixth
and seventh, respectively, on the West Coast.
USC ;orwards Jaime Brenes and Sewleman Hijjawi
scored the two Trojan goals unassisted with SJSU
goalkeeper Ryan Moore out of position.
Moore returned to action Sunday after being injured
Sept. 28 when he and San Diego State forward Michael
Holmstedt collided when he was going after a loose ball.
SJSU coach Julie Menendez freely substituted in the
second half after first USC goal at 56:18 into the game.
The Trojans scored their second goal 77:18 into the game.
SJSU dominated play in both halves, as they took 20
shots on goal to just five for USC.

Physical play also dominated as the Spartans were
called for 16 penalties, and the Trojans were called for 10.
Cardoso led off the scoring for SJSU with a header as
Trojan defender Robert Woods attempted to head the ball
to USC goalkeeper Mario Morales. The score came 4:24
into the game.
Cardoso scored the second Spartan goal at 16:00 as he
kicked a line drive into the left side of the net after Trojan
defender Ramon Franco tried to clear the ball.

Spartan coach Jack
Elway is very confident
that Ruiz can step in and do
the job.
"Scott is a strong guy,
with a good strong arm,"
Elway said. "It is a good
opportunity for him to step
in and move us."
Elway doesn’t anticipate any disadvantages
when Ruiz starts, even
though he didn’t have any
playing time until Saturday’s game.
"He has worked with
the offense for two years,
so he’s very glad for the
opportunity to play,"
Elway said. "He’s ready to
go and get started in the
conference game."
Offensive coordinator
Dennis Erickson said that
"the team and I have a lot
of confidence he will step in
and do a good job.
"Scott has been around
for two years, so he’s
capable of doing the job,"
Erickson added. "In spring
practice, it was very close
between Clarkson and
Ruiz.
"Scott knows his role
and he has been preparine

himself for the inument
when he would have to step
in," Erickson said.
"The
only
disadvantage would be Ruiz’s
lack of playing time,"
Erickson said.
Clarkson is confident
about his replacement’s
ability.
"He’s a good quarterback and he has been
here for a few years,"
Clarkson said. "He should
be ready to go."
Wide receiver Stacey
Bailey also believes Ruiz is
competent.

"1 thmk he can do the
job,- Bailey said. "I have a
lot of confidence in him."
The players and
coaches seem to have a lot
of faith in Ruiz’s ability. He
gets his first chance to
prove himself when he
starts
in
Saturday’s
Homecoming game against
Fresno State at Spartan
Stadium.
Injured quarterback
Clarkson has a green stick
fracture i not broken all the
way), according to coach
Elway, and should be out
for about four weeks.

The Houston Astros finally managed to clinch the National League Western Division championship by defeating the Los Angeles Dodgers 7-1 yesterday at Chaves
Ravine.
The Dodgers took three straight games from the
Astros to force the one-day division play-off.
The big bat for the Astros was first baseman Art
Howe, who drove in four of the Houston runs including a
two-homer in the third inning.
Astro starter and winner Joe Niekro allowed only one
run on six Dodger hits.
EMPLOYMENT OFFER
BILINGUAL POLICE OFFICERS
(Spanish & English)

@AAIGLA
(31gIM

City of San Jose

Qualifications:

BACK TO SCHOOL
BACK TO WORK

Bernardi joined the act with a header off a corner kick
by midfielder Joe Pimentel at 28:01.
Bernardi dribbled the ball half the length of the field
and scored the fourth goal unassisted at 35:07 with Trojan
goalkeeper Morales out of the gaol box and nowhere near
the ball.
Chafer ended the scoring with a soaring kick traveling
30 yards that went beyond Morales’ outstretched arms.

JAPANESE BATTLE

money

The Spartans are now 7-3. The Trojans are 6-4-1 after
losing to Santa Clara 2-0 Friday.
The Spartans travel to Fresno Wednesday to face the
6-2 Bulldogs at Ratcliffe Stadium for an 8 p.m. game.

’mace

in earn extra

Hourly salary plus bonus

-

STARRING TOSHIRO

wig newspaper subscriptions Most

and have a des.

Paid racellon 4 day work
3 consecutive days on
Paid medical & denial plan

Vision 70.50 uncorrected
Correctable 10 20.20

EPIC

morning. afternoon Or eventng sell

a pleasant telephone

Si 110-52.365
Benefits

U.S Gillian

Ideal pail lime position evadable

have

Salary:

Speak Spanish a English
age 21.35

’

For further Info. call

MIFUNE

SAN JOSE POLICE

THE SEVEN SAMURAI

DEPT

2/7.905I

715

working from ow Los Gatos Office

Bilinguals only encouraged lo apply
Flnel MingE data Ilci 15. 1910

CALL TODAY
354-8672

DN :

classifieds
Announcements
: Baseball cards, year.
books and world series programs,
aut &&&&& hs,

Sports
.
memorabilia. QUICK CASH See Dr.
Lapin. Bus. Tower 743, or call 137.

boxes. Good driving record. For an
interview, call Mr. Otto at 2944900.
MUSTANG

67, 5 cyl., pow. steer
pow.
, auto trans. Recent
reblt encl. radio. heater. Equip for
stereo. 20 mpg. Runs great, good

STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and save money, too.
Enroll now
Inlorniation at A.S.

$1.700/negotiable. 195 E. San
Fernando St., rm 3011. Mess. 394
4622.

PART-TIME POSITIONS open now.
Phone

survey

tor

political

For Sale

NEED FURNITURE?
Call Cori Furniture Rental
984 0431

BEER MAKING
In lust 3 weeks
you will be drinking import type
beer for half the price of Coors. We
will insure your success! Kit, 579.95

4993 Stevens Creek Blvd
Santa Clara. CA 95050
CAMPUS

MINISTRY

WORSHIP:

.5 p.m. Sundays, Raman
and
1 p.m.
Sundays
Catholic,
E piscopal. 6:30 p.m. first and third
Sundays at the Campus Christian

in a price

WEDDING P

Call BMA at 100-0647.
COLORFUL COASTERS
Imported from Germany. What was
a
collectors
item
tram
the
restaurants and pubs of Germany
for many a traveller can now be

Center, 300S. 101h Street.

range you can afford. $100 and up.
For beautiful pictures call James at
334-1092.

yours. Great for parties and practical around the home. 1 for $5.43
(includes tax and shipping). sane
cash or check to: Garman Imports,
Inc., P.O. Box 2294. Sunnyvale, CA
94007.

IT MAKES SENSE
DIAL A SPIRITUAL THOUGHT
3694373. Church of bet Chimes.
Reformed Church of America. 1447

PEAVEY TKOS’) AMP. Excellent
Condition. 5173 or offer. Amp, cord
incl. 177.3390, 0.5.

B ryan Ave., SJ 2644315. Sun. Sere.
11:30 and 10:45. Sun school 9:30.

SUPER

SIERRA CLUB

FINANCING and buy 3
bdrm, 1 1/2 ha. 1,700 sq. It. Good
area near SJSU and beeline with

Include bike Mips, slide shows.
skiing trips, potlucks and more. For
more into, attend mtg. Tues.

513,000 and small 2nd, owner carry
balance. Move in for about $900/mo.
449 S. 141h. Call George lagentl 264
0312 or 217 8717

Mtg. Tues. 7:30 pm
in the Gibed Rm, S.U. Future act.

Lab

School

paign. Contact Scott at 737.1174.

Help Wanted

into.

will be o

RECYCLE at Spartan Gardens 7th
and Humboklt Donations vi glass,
newspapers, cardboard aluminum,
tin crap metal and oil Open Wed. 10 12. Sal and Sun 10 4 A S funded.

in scienplines.
ce to schetable to
sume to

3/80
102 7 8

HELP SELF
BY HELPINGOTHERS
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
HYLAND PLASMA CENTER
355.ALMADEN AVE
CALL 294.6535 FOR
INFO OR APPOINTMENT

SKI CLUB
It’s homecorn Ng, Another ski club
tailgate party will begin at 5,00 in
the north soccer Held at Spartan
Stadium lOct Ill Think Aspen! It’s
right around the corner. SNnups
begin Oct lath in the SO alt am
Come to a weal Halloween party at
Italian Gardens, Nov. I at. p.m For
more into call Mike 023.3634.

Good

area
Walking distance to
SJSU. Good student rental. 449 S.
14th St. Call George at 2611-11317 or
21174717.

Angeles. Washington, 98362.

A VERY good possibility to make
f40,000 or more a year on a part time
basis with good opportunities. Call

RENT to a studious

PART TIME
COLLEGE STUDENTS
MendayFr iday
evenings
and
Saturday
mornings.
Telephone
sales. Easy way to earn loll time
money Most representatives earn
S4 al per

LOOKING

Lost and Found

audio, video. tape and accessories.
For quotes, inlormation, or sound

DIAL and SMILE

SS/hr. salary.
Days or eves. Start immediately for
advertising,

LOST: 3 Journalism texts on 9/9 in
JC 224. II found, please call 656.1409
or contact Journalism Office.
Woman’s gold

0th and San Carlos.
reward. Call 14131 940-3343.

ATTENTION ARTISTS
Scratch board talents can provide a
unique earning opportunity. Contact

-

Mediterranean.- sailing

peditions!

Needed,

structors,

office

selors.

Europe.

Sports

personnel,

I WOULD like to lend a trustworthy

in-

woman

coon

Caribbean,

Worldwide! Summer Careers, Send
55.95 plus .75 handling for applications,
openings
guide
to
CRUISEWORLD
20,
Sat ’,trent,
CA

Box

60129,

95060,

or

CRUISEWORLD 20. 2535 Walt Ave..
Sacramento, CA 93860.

to

share

my

apartment. I am a cerebral palsied
man with a voice defect. Free rent.

Pt/full

time

CHRISTIAN
Catholic

and

Person al,red
struction

and

detailed

in new kw

The

Reporter wants to talk to persons
whose parents divorced when they
were 11.53. Confidential. B. Vogt, 964
1353 alter 5

theses,

etc.

IBM Sell -Correcting II, Santa Clara
area. Call Cynthia at 247-8433.
TYPING: One letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or resumes.
Quality work at reasonable prices.
Call

THE

ASSI

in

5379.00

Jan .511

6309.00

Jan .5 12

$399.00

Includes air, hotel, transfers
444 E. William St.
San Jose, CA 93112
One blk, south of campus

TYPESETTERS

and

AD

TYPING

masters,

reports,

PEOPLE

for publication concerning radio guide and stories Get in on
ground floor
coung company.

and

tkaSiness. etc. 14151 941.2243.

Fast, proftsiional,
ALL TYPING
accurate. Se). If Theses and term
papers

a

specialty.

Reports,

Eastridge Area

San Jose. CA 93114 Open 7 days a

NI N. 3RD., No. 113
3144355 AFTER 2
EXPERIENCED TYPIST
High
work.
Papers
relented
Will
type
anything.
Selectric tt Call Connie at 2/13417

quality

quickly.

Dining Commons Call 777 3107

Eoc.h

3 Imo"

Tiro

rional

doe

day,

day,

days

cloys

day

$280

$350

p395

8405

8420

570

4 Now.

03 50

$420

$4 55

$4 75

Se 90

70

Slone,

$470

$490

$525

5 45

$060

3 70

6 linos

$490

8560

35 95

$6 15

16 30

.70

hour

Housing

Your Ad Here:

add,
Ono

ON CAMPUS JOBS AVAILABLE
part-time student openings in the

Print

Count sumo xitrately 30 ialinrs and spaces for eech

(Effective: Fall 1980)
hes

Print name
Address
Chy

Each addition., lino add
WANTED: Excellent notes from
exist/plum section 1 course from 9
33, 0-35 and 9.30. Will pay! Call
Donna 657.9343.

PART-TIME

INTERNSHIP

OP

and self, management with a large.
eastern baled monpany. out earl
int, ri..h.p

YOU Fn. more
Sherer at (40fli
E mployer M/F.

-- - Room, 703 10th.
FOR RENT
5120/ow utilities pd. Share kitchen
and bath with 4 other oriental men.

bilingual

Ph 201 0005 alter 3.

Call
the
Community
Association for the Retarded at 154

PORTUNITY
If you’re undecided
about a career, but willing to explore
the opportunities available in sales

lime

COMPANIONS
to
disabled
children/adults. $3.35 per hour to
start. Training provided. Flexible
hours, Over 11, Also hiring Spanish

may

he rintil I Of

.nin rail Mr
5772

T 1

Equal Opp.

0311 or 964 Mt
ENGINEERING 5TUDENT0. Bare
Help Engr. graduate pass EIT.
Aqua Sal 425 5211 Leave message.

Call Jerry 295-1160

370

$ 70

dill

Old
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

atinicnion three Limn One Chiv
Sem rrrrr Rate lee I

FOR RUNT IBM area. I yr. old, 3
be plus 3 ha. Den/ofc/frikll/fr
plc/deck, etc. 6175, Pleasant View.

6 lines 030 00

Chock

ClaSelficoler,

lovn.054500

I
15 lines IRO 00

277-3175

OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Call 9674313
SAN

Part or lull
ATHLETIC SALES
lime help wanted. Earn up to 0110.
200/week. Hrs. 4.9 p.m. Mon.Fri.

$ 70

JOSE

RESIDENCE

CLUB

Beautiful bldg. courtyard, grand
piano, fireplace. kitchen. Linen and
mel serierct 00.75 weekly. 202 S.
t1rt Per more into. 13511 Ph or 991
1333.

Oeadiine Two days prior to oubllecton
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personale

Automotive

Housing

Services

For Sale

Lost end Found

Stereo

proiects,

long or

term

rypimo

Fast, accurate and
professional. Deadlines rrrrrr teed.
Low rates Call Jan at 26515S6.

5594003.

BEST PRICES
BEST MACHINE
BEST TYPIST

TRAVEL PLANNING COMPANY.
444 E. William St. 110th and Wm.).
week. Hours: Mon. 9.5/ Toes to Fri.
9.4 Sat. 9-5; Sun noon .5 Call 14041

Four

EXPERIENCED TYPIST

manuals, resumes, etc.

and accurate. Call 2490412.

me analyze your present nutrition.

Throe

accurate,

TYPING SERVICE
Reports, theses, term papers. Fast

but session free, then 55 per half
hour. For questionnaire write J.D.
537 Jones St., No. 3905, $ F. 94112

Second issue
Published end Oct.
Call Delhi 918 1346 after 6 P..

Prompt,

r rr tonal Reports, term papers.
manuscripts Call Donna’s Typing
Service at 3970414.

short

We specialize in international and
domestic
Ilights,
TRIP
AND

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

SALES

quality. Call Pam at 247.3601, eves.

at 7274525.

STUDENT TRAVEL

292-1613

TYPING’ ’spermaceti Sec’Y types
all, low cost, accurate, last, high

Approved by SJSU
Grad, Office. IBM Sel. II. Call Janet

Our services cost you nothing extra.

ATHLETES:
Free
nutritional
analysis. Are you tailing vitamins,
on
Protein
a "hit or miss" basis? Let

rates. Call 2494674.

EASY TYPE

Open 7days a week
Call 203.1013

INN Lincoln

Are, Call 2164110 or F10.2416.

TYPING: Theses, term papers. etc.
Experienced and last. R
I.

EXECUTIVE’S
t 210-11411.

r

Nguyen, 5621 Minden Ct., SJ 95113.

Morose 9144151.

SAN JOSE, CA
Research,

IN HAWAII
Jan .011

SERVICES
TYPING 292 3759
29 N. SEVENTH ST.

p.m.
TYPING

dissertations.

NEW YEAR

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL

eed. IBM Corr.
Sel. II. So. 5J/blossom Hill area.
Call Kathie at $71.1216 from 9 a.m, to

sib

from
home
processing mail or typing. Exp.
unnec. Excellent income pot. Info,
send stamped Self.add env to: Kim

Guaranteed salary
and bonus. For interview, call Mr

formats

in.

hear the pro nets are a bit harder to
guard. See you at the Willows

20 years experience. All
Ac rrrrr y,
neatness,

deadli

Esp.

Travel

CENTER:
Protestant

2900204. Fr. Dan Derry, Sr. Joan
Panella, Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev.
Norb
F irnhaber.
Rey.
Peter
Koopman.

TYPING

TYPING: ACCURACY, NEATNESS
and DEADLINES GUARANTEED.

struction
BEI
Sparta’s No. 1 Goalie
(wow, what reaction!) You’re the
best, kick back and rest easy cur me

cassette.
GXC723D.
some warranty left.

Paid S400, must sell for 5200. Call
Don at 297 6747,

SCHOOL of Ballet Arts: Ballet inInc all ages and

Call 391-2301 after 3 p.m.

ARK.
STOCK CLERKS - pt. time. 14.00/hr.
? .m. to 12 noon or 11 p.m. to 4 porn.
Mon -Fri. Apply at The SOURDOUGH EATERY. HI N. 155 St.,

CAMPUS

ministries offer religious
services, study groups. SOcsalevents
and counseling. 3000, 10th St.. phone

ex

companion

tape
head,

campus

Personals

CRUISESHIPS
Club

AK A I
Triple

AND HAULING. Have
large truck available for all sorts of
lobs. Call Royal 2906917,

Roman

Etchery Artworks, Inc.. at 374.4711.

Thursday, 9 A.M. to 5 p.m., Friday
thru Sunday. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Ask
for Ken.

MOVING

Cash

-

wedding

finest award winning photography.
call John at 441-23$1.

lIe watch. Lost

9.21,

a

Your
’wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulson
are ex pressions of love soft, elegant
and universally understood. For the

campaign.

Easy work. Cash bonus program.
Fuller part time. Call 247-4112.

for

photographer?

train you. For info., call 279-2911.

merchant

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
The widest selection of the highest

advice, call 255 5550. Monday thru

PROCESS SERVERS: Over IS, own
car. U.S. citizen. Several openings.
Pay is 54/per service and up. I will

963

2561 (Mt. View).

buying service with 250 brands of

Services

utilities and phone. Call 263 8730.

Correcting II. Call Cynthia at 247/433 (Santa Clara). or Mary

starting out our filth year as SJSU’s
complete
consumer
electronics

female student.
Nice house
in
Milpitas. site per month, including

PROFESSIONAL TYPING Theses,
papers.
protects,
etc.
IBM

Typing

Stereo

fidelity at the lowest prices. We are
ROOM FOR

kindergarten

openings
for
children
44
yrs.
6100/mo. Call 277.2963 or 392.7315 for

MEN!
WOMEN!
JOBS
ON
SHIPS/
American, Foreign. No
experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer lob or
career.
Send
$3.00
lee
info.
SEAFAX. Dept. 8 10, Box 3049, Port

cam-

S.J.
SJSU

ins systems
ill constde

FOR SALE: Super 3 bdrm., 1 l/2 Loa.
Fireplace, 1,700 square feet, partial
basement. Reduced 520,000 to sell.

295.2300 after 5 p.m.

Office, or call 371.6111.

1C

DRIVER/WAREHOUSEMAN. $4.50
per hour, 4 hours daily or several
days per week. Steady. Heavy meat

coed

0191.

Q.

Automotive

CoosecuturaoUblieptIontlalea only
No Woodson cancelled 005

Classified
Ads
really
work!

October 7

Page 6

HMMM ! I L)ONDER
IF WE’VE GOT ANY
DECENT FCOD 4 THE
REFR ICIERATOR

CHUCK BECK Uri

L IF E
MONTH OLD RAVIOLI
AND DRIED UP SPINACN
SOUFFLE! WE SHOULD
CLEAN THIS. .

(..)E’vE
1-4-0LY
CREATED R NEW
LIFE - FoRm

Frank Deale

Easy Street
NOT THE LITTLE THE SANE. HE
HENRI THAT MAIMED WENT OUT
._1
M’i( NEV45PAPER 7 AND SPENT
His LAST on4E
ON A
CusTooKED)
RiViERA

I KNEW I SHOULDN’T NAVe
TIPPED HIM EVERIT1ME
HE CAME TO COLLECT.

Career Planning and
Placement will present
Assertiveness for Job
Hunting" at 12:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Almaden
Room. The forum will
include pointers on how to
communicate more effectively when looking for a
job.

tion, call Lori Kohles at 277- call Trine or Charlie at 2772981.
2424.

duction Group from 3:30 to
4:20 p.m. every Wednesday
in the Administration
Building, room 223. For
further information, call
Dr. Ray Schumacher at
277-2966.

Campus Crusade for
Christ will lead a Bible
study at 7:15 tonight in the
A.S. Council Chambers.
For more information, call
Karen Winn at 277-8823.

Campus Christian CenThe Portuguese-Brazilter will lead a Bible study ian Club will meet at 1:30
exploring the ministry of p.m. tomorrow in the ForJesus in the gospel of Luke eign Languages Departat 12:30 p.m. today in the ment, Building N, room 6A.
S.U. Costanoan Room. For Plans for "feijoada" and
information, call Norb the Portuguese-Brazilian
Fi rnha ben at 298-0204.
ATTENTION: SpartaCultural Week will be disguide announcements will
cussed.
Career Planning and
run on a space-available
Placement will present
Counseling Services basis.
"Careers in Social Ser- will be holding a Stress Revices" at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Umunhurn
Room. A panel of representatives from Santa Clara
County Social Service organizations will share their
insights and discuss tips on
effective preparation for
c e, in this field.
COLLEGE STUDENT PROGRAM

Occupational Therapy:
Graduating students will
hold a bake sale from 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. today in
the Art Quad. For informa-

Semana Chicana will
meet at 6:30 tonight in Education Building, room 210,
to discuss Dia de Los Muertos. For more information,

The SJSU Sailing Club
will meet at 6 this evening
in Dudley Moorehead Hall,
room 167. For further information, call Laura at 2925061 or Nancy at 288-5256.

Bomb threats keep SJSU
police busy over weekend
by Mark Cursi
University Police were
searching
busy
kept
campus buildings Sunday
night and Monday because
apparently
two
of
unrelated bomb threats. No
bombs were found.
Police said there is no
connection
apparent
between the threats and the
arrest of an Iranian
national last Thursday for
plotting to bomb an SJSU
student group’s meeting.
"Several" threats are
normally received around
mid -terms and finals,
according to Alex Dourov,
a public safety dispatcher.
Dourov said the first
threat was received by

University Police at 9:17
p.m. Sunday.
The caller said there
was one bomb in the
Women’s Gym and three
bombs on campus, Dourov
said. All buildings open at
the time of the call were
evacuated and searched.
The second threat was
called to the office of the
School of Engineering
yesterday morning at
approximately 8 a.m.
According to the secretary
who received the call, a
man said there were six
bombs in the building.

already ueen searched the
night before.
A search of the
building was conducted by
six or seven police officers,
according to Community
Relations Director Ernie
Lopez, about an hour after
the call was received.
The secretary, who
wished not to be identified,
said the call lasted about 30
seconds and the man spoke
with an accent.
"I only got bits and
pieces," she said. "At first
I wasn’t sure I was hearing
English."

University Police
decided not to evacuate the,
building because it had

-continued from page I
slowly, saying "It felt like
every step was really
loud."
When the reached the
back room door, he found it
was open and all he had to
do was remove a bar from
across the door.
He stepped outside to
see the store surrounded by
policemen armed with
rifles.
A meatcutter, Bob
DeLong, was injured when
the gunman butted him in
the head with his shotgun.
It was then, Santamaria speculated, that
the gunshot that he heard
went off.
DeLong was taken to a
hospital for stitches and
later released.

Police searched the
store with a canine unit,
San Jose Police Sgt. Bob
Burrows said, but no trace
of the man was found.
While he was holed up
in the store, Santamaria
said, he kept thinking about
a marketing mid-term that
he had studied for all
weekend, scheduled for
11:30.
He missed the midterm, since it was almost
noon before he got home
from the scene.
However, he said, he
thinks his instructor will let
him off once he explains
what he calls "quite an
experience."
Staff photogeapher
Ciro Buonocore contributed to this article.

Lopez said the call was
"apparently well-rehearsed, almost like a recording."
Dourov said that in the
call to University Police on
Sunday night, the caller
spoke without an accent.
Because of the bomb
plot against the group last
Friday, officer Russell
Lunsford said these bomb
threats may just be the
beginning.
"We’re going to get a
slew of these things over
the next few weeks," he
said.

ATTENTION
Representatives of one
of the world’s largest
employers will be
interviewing on campus
OCT. 9-10 and
NOV. 10-12, 1980

Gunman keeps
student from test

sparta uide

IF YOU’RE INTERESTED IN:
A job with responsibility
A job that requires skill and leadership
A job that’s also an adventure
Talk to the U.S. NAVY representatives

NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY
THE MOMENT YOU
GET THE STRIPES,

AUTO INSURANCE
SPECIAL LOW COST

With Bank of America, you won’t
have to stay up nights worrying about
your checking account. We offer several
checking plans and a variety of banking
services that make checking easier.

[ 249-5852
ARONSON INSURANCE AGENCY
ce158 Stevens Creek Blvd., S.J.

Check into our checking plans.
Select Checking’
is economical if
you only
write a few
checks a
month. With
the Option
Plan,’ the
higher your
balance,
the less you
pay in service
charges. And
with InitiaLine
Checking" if you
qualify, you get a line
of credit with your
checking account.
And a way to qualify
faster for a
iiankAniericard’ Visa’ credit card.

THE
GREAT
How
to
avoid
RING
u in an
EXCHANGE.
p

(Or How To Get Your College Ring For Less.)
Trade up. Trade in. And save. Because
ArtCarved offers you the unique opportunity to trade in your 10K gold high school ring.
You can save up to $90 on the college ring of
your choice. And ArtCarved offers twenty
different styles from which to choose.
Get ready for The Great Ring Exchange.
You can’t afford to pass it up.

I Jepirsit lecititrerf

z

Vi 1,7 \ ..i.ot

Spartan
Bookstoie
111c g

Statements’ an easy way to help
balance your checkbook. Money
egTreattnisnfgermSeonrveiyceiromgrotmife
Extended
banking hours at many of our
branches. Free Consumer Information Reportson everything from
checkbook balancing to ways to
finance your college education.

all-fig
over your
checkL:

Rest easy.
We have people ready to help
(vy(i)tnhilxeyoounrout ribvaenrikiFningdnoeedut sm.
more
ing or any
banking problem that’s
been keeping you up late.

.

..

COLLEGE RINGS
Symbolizing yaur ability to achieve.

Tues., Wed.,
Oct. 7, 8

tuudrl
i(i iyoonuencues:rsr services.corvieonthy
Oence
Si
System’

*11 you’re d lull -time student of sophomore standing or higher attending college in California, you
may qualify for Initial_ Me Checking Freshmen
may qualify in
....,a7
some cases.
See us for
, :7.7....
details
. 6,INV.AIMIFROC4

A RTORVED

P040

Collegt Rings

1980

I
9I

.

BANK0F AMERICA
Bank ol Amenta N TILSA Menmor F

